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Abstract 27 

It is well known that top-down expectations affect perceptual processes. Yet, remarkably little is known about 28 

the relationship between expectations and conscious awareness. We address three crucial questions that are 29 

outstanding: 1) How do expectations affect the likelihood of conscious stimulus perception?; 2) Does the brain 30 

register violations of expectations nonconsciously?; and 3) Do expectations need to be conscious to influence 31 

perceptual decisions? We performed three experiments, in human participants, in which we manipulated 32 

stimulus predictability within the attentional blink paradigm, while combining visual psychophysics with 33 

electrophysiological recordings. We found that valid stimulus expectations increase the likelihood of conscious 34 

access of stimuli. Furthermore, our findings suggest a clear dissociation in the interaction between 35 

expectations and consciousness: conscious awareness seems crucial for the implementation of top-down 36 

expectations, but not for the generation of bottom-up stimulus-evoked prediction errors. These results 37 

constrain and update influential theories about the role of consciousness in the predictive brain. 38 

 39 

Significance statement 40 

While the relationship between expectations and conscious awareness plays a major role in many prediction-41 

based theories of brain functioning, thus far few empirical studies have examined this relationship. Here, we 42 

address this gap in knowledge in a set of three experiments. Our results suggest that the effect of expectations 43 

on conscious awareness varies between different steps of the hierarchy of predictive processing. While the 44 

active use of top-down expectations for perceptual decisions requires conscious awareness, prediction errors 45 

can be triggered outside of conscious awareness. These results constrain and update influential theories about 46 

the role of consciousness in the predictive brain.  47 
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A rapidly growing body of work indicates that sensory processing is strongly influenced by expectations that we 48 

have about likely states of the world. Such expectations are shaped by the context in which we are operating, 49 

but also by learning, past experience and our genetic makeup (Friston, 2005; Bar, 2009; Summerfield and de 50 

Lange, 2014). Expectations are typically thought to originate from higher-level brain regions, such as the 51 

(pre)frontal cortex, which may guide information processing in lower-level sensory regions via top-down 52 

projections. In this framework, what we consciously see is proposed to be strongly influenced by the brain’s 53 

expectations about, or its best guess of, the outside world (Gregory, 1980; Hohwy, 2012; Panichello et al., 54 

2013). Initial studies support the idea that the brain uses information in the environment to build expectations 55 

of stimulus frequency or conditional probabilities to modify perceptual processing (Bar, 2004; Kok et al., 2012). 56 

These ideas have been formalized in theoretical models, such as predictive coding and sequential sampling 57 

models (Friston, 2005; Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008; Clark, 2013). Although these frameworks are attractive in 58 

their simplicity, how exactly expectations shape conscious perception, and to what extent awareness guides 59 

the formation of expectations, is still largely unknown. 60 

 At present, there are (at least) three issues that need to be resolved to further our understanding of the 61 

relationship between expectations and consciousness. The first issue relates to the effect that expectations 62 

may have on conscious awareness itself. It has been shown that valid expectations increase the speed of 63 

conscious access (Melloni et al., 2011; Pinto et al., 2015; Stein and Peelen, 2015; De Loof et al., 2016) and may 64 

help selecting or facilitating stimulus interpretation when (visual) input is ambiguous or noisy (Bar et al., 2006; 65 

Denison et al., 2011; Panichello et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2015; Aru et al., 2016). It is yet an open question 66 

whether expectations can boost an otherwise unseen stimulus into conscious awareness, thereby enabling the 67 

switch from a nonconscious to a conscious stimulus representation, instead of merely facilitating its cognitive 68 

interpretation or its speed of appearance in time. 69 

 Second, it is an open question to what extent prediction errors, arising in a situation of invalid expectations, 70 

can be registered outside of conscious awareness. It has been shown that “oddball” stimuli (e.g. simple 71 

violations in auditory tone sequences) elicit early mismatch responses in electrophysiological signals: the 72 

mismatch negativity (MMN) (Pöppel, 2004; Näätänen et al., 2007). Interestingly, MMN’s can even be observed 73 
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when attention is distracted from the tone sequences (Bekinschtein et al., 2009) or in several reduced states of 74 

consciousness, such as sleep (Ruby et al., 2008), anesthesia (Koelsch et al., 2006) and vegetative state 75 

(Bekinschtein et al., 2009). This suggests that the MMN reflects a pre-attentive nonconscious prediction error 76 

signal (Näätänen et al., 2001; Stefanics et al., 2011; Kimura and Takeda, 2015). However, it remains debated 77 

whether these signals originate in model-based comparisons of expectations to new input or merely reflect 78 

passive low-level sensory adaptation to repeated inputs (Garrido et al., 2009; Stefanics et al., 2016). The one 79 

study in which these mechanisms were dissociated in a nonconscious state showed adaptation remains 80 

operative during sleep, whereas prediction error detection disappears (Strauss et al., 2015), questioning the 81 

notion that prediction errors may be registered nonconsciously. 82 

 The final issue concerns the role of awareness in implementing expectations. Many expectation-based 83 

models assume that expectations are implemented via top-down neural activation. Interestingly, influential 84 

theories of consciousness suggest that conscious access requires similar top-down interactions between 85 

higher-level (e.g. prefrontal) and lower-level (e.g. visual) brain regions, referred to as feedback or recurrent 86 

processing (Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000; Dehaene et al., 2006). Information that does not reach conscious 87 

access is thought to only trigger feedforward activity or local recurrent interactions between posterior brain 88 

regions. Therefore, it is unclear how nonconscious information, in the absence of feedback signals from higher-89 

order cortical areas, could lead to the implementation of expectations. 90 

 91 

Materials & Methods 92 

Participants 93 

We tested 26 participants in Experiment 1 (21 females, age 19.5±1.3 years), 85 participants in Experiment 2 (63 94 

females, age 22.0±3.2 years) and 34 participants in Experiment 3 (27 females, age 20.0±1.1 years). All 95 

participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 96 

 For all experiments, participants for whom the minimum number of observations in one or more conditions 97 

was lower than 10, were excluded from analysis. Additionally, for Experiment 3 (EEG), we had to exclude 2 98 

participants due to problems with the reference electrodes. In the end, this resulted in the inclusion of 25 99 
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participants for Experiment 1 (20 females, age 19.5±1.3 years), 67 participants for Experiment 2 (49 females, 100 

age 21.9±3.0 years) and 29 participants for Experiment 3 (22 females, age 20.0±1.1 years). 101 

 The studies were approved by the local ethics committee of the University of Amsterdam and written 102 

informed consent was obtained from all participants according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Compensation 103 

was 20 Euros for Experiment 1, 25 euros for Experiment 2 and 30 Euros for Experiment 3, or equivalents in 104 

course credit. 105 

 106 

Materials 107 

All stimuli were generated using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; RRID:SCR_002881) within a 108 

MATLAB environment (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA; RRID:SCR_001622). Stimuli were displayed on an ASUS 109 

LCD monitor (1920 x 1080 pixels, 120Hz, 50.9x28.6 cm screen size, 46.3pixels/°) on a “black” (RGB: [0 0 0], 110 

±3cd/m2) background while participants were seated in a dimly lit room, approximately 70 cm away from the 111 

screen. 112 

 113 

Procedure and Stimuli 114 

Participants performed an attentional blink (AB) task (Raymond et al., 1992), in which on every trial a rapid 115 

series of visual stimuli was presented consisting of a sequence of 17 uppercase letters drawn from the alphabet 116 

but excluding the letters I, L, O, Q, U, and V. Every letter appeared maximally once per trial. Letters were 117 

presented at fixation in a mono-spaced font (font size: 40; corresponding to a height of approximately 1.2°) for 118 

92 ms each. 119 

 120 

Experiment 1 121 

Participants were instructed to detect target letters within the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP). The first 122 

target (T1: G or H) was always presented at the fifth position of the RSVP. On most trials (80%) it was followed 123 

by a second target (T2: D or K) at lag 2, lag 4 or lag 10 (respectively 183, 367 or 917 ms later). Each lag was 124 
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equally likely. T1 was presented in green (RGB: [0 255 0]), while T2 and the distractor letters were white (RGB: 125 

[255 255 255], ±320cd/m2). 126 

 Crucially, there was a predictive relationship between the two targets (Fig. 1A). Namely, in the 80% of trials 127 

where a T2 was presented, the identity of T1 (e.g. G) predicted which T2 was likely (75%, e.g. D) or unlikely 128 

(25%, e.g. K) to appear. On the 20% remaining trials without a T2 a random distractor letter was presented at 129 

the T2-timepoint (every distractor letter was presented maximally once per trial) The mapping of T1 and T2 130 

was counterbalanced over participants, so that for half of the participants the most likely target combinations 131 

were G-D and H-K while for the other half G-K and H-D were most likely. To be able to distinguish different lags 132 

in the absence of a T2 stimulus, 4 grey squares (RGB: [200 200 200], ±188cd/m2; size: 0.35°; midpoint of each 133 

square centered at 1.30° from fixation) were always presented around the stimulus (T2 or distractor) at the T2-134 

timepoint. Participants were instructed to use the timing information this cue provided when making decisions 135 

about the presence of a T2 (only the letters “D” or “K”, all other letters where distractors). 136 

 Following a 150 ms blank period at the end of the RSVP, participants gave their responses. First, they 137 

indicated whether or not they had seen any T2 by pressing the left or right shift key on the keyboard. The 138 

mapping between the keys and the response options was randomized per trial to decouple participants’ 139 

responses from the decision they had to make. Then they were asked to make a forced choice judgment about 140 

the T2 letter (D or K) that was presented by typing in this letter. Finally, they made a similar response about the 141 

identity of T1 (G or H). We used long response timeout durations of 5s and participants were instructed to 142 

value accuracy over response speed. The inter-trial interval, as defined by the time between the last response 143 

and the onset of the stream, was 500-750 ms. 144 

 The experiment consisted of two one-hour sessions on separate days within one week. In the first session, 145 

participants received instructions about the task and subsequently performed the task for 6 blocks of 75 trials 146 

(total 300 trials). The goal of the training session was to familiarize participants with the task. Besides, since we 147 

did not instruct participants about the predictive relationship between T1 and T2, some practice on the task 148 

was required for them to (implicitly) learn this relationship. In the second session, participants first received a 149 

summary of the instructions, after which the actual experiment started. Participants performed 6 blocks of 90 150 
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trials (total of 540 trials) of the AB task. The first three participants performed 6 blocks of 105 trials (630 trials). 151 

In both sessions participants received summary feedback about their performance at the end of each block, 152 

followed by a short break. 153 

 154 

Experiment 2 (EEG) 155 

The task in the EEG experiment was the same as in Experiment 1, except that in Experiment 2, we only asked 156 

participant to give one response by typing in the target letters they observed. In addition, we only used two 157 

different lags: lag 3 (275 ms; 2/3rd of trials) and lag 10 (917 ms; 1/3rd of trials). To further increase the number 158 

of trials, the ITI range was reduced to 200-400 ms. 159 

 Again, the experiment consisted of two different sessions within one week. The first session (1 hour) 160 

consisted of instructions followed by extensive training (720 trials over 6 blocks) on the task. Participants were 161 

not explicitly informed about the predictive relationship between the targets. In the second session (2 hours) 162 

we first prepared the participant for the EEG measurements (see below) and gave brief instructions about the 163 

task. Then, participants performed 12 blocks of 120 trials (total 1440 trials) of the AB task. 164 

 165 

Experiment 3 166 

To investigate the importance of T1 detection for expectation effects on conscious access, we adjusted the task 167 

we used in Experiment 1 to decrease the visibility of T1 (Fig. 3A). We now presented T1 in white instead of 168 

green, to make it stand out less among the other stimuli. Furthermore, T1 duration was staircased per 169 

participant such that participants could report T1 on roughly 75% of the trials. Starting in the second half of the 170 

training and continuing in the experimental session, after each block T1 duration was decreased by one frame 171 

(8 ms) if performance was higher than 85% and increased by one frame if performance was lower than 65%. To 172 

ensure T1 duration would not deviate too much from the duration of other stimuli, T1 duration was only 173 

allowed to be in the range of 42-142 ms (max. 50 ms different from other stimuli). The median duration of T1 in 174 

the second session was 125 ms. On 20% of trials no T1 was presented and a random distractor letter was 175 
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presented instead. When both targets were present, T1 predicted which T2 was likely to follow with 75% 176 

accuracy. 177 

 We made a few changes to the task design to increase the efficiency of the design. The ITI was reduced to 178 

values between 300-500 ms. In addition, we only asked participants for one response. They were asked to type 179 

in any target letter they had seen during the trial and refrain from typing in a T1 and/or T2 letter when they did 180 

not see any. The response was confirmed by pressing the space bar on the keyboard or when a timeout of 4s 181 

had passed. To further increase the number of trials per condition, we decided to use only lag 3 (2/3rd of trials) 182 

and lag 10 (1/3rd of trials). Because T1 duration was staircased on an individual basis, the T1-T2 SOA differed 183 

between participants. On average, lag 3 corresponded to an SOA of 308 ms while lag 10 corresponded to an 184 

SOA of 950 ms. 185 

 Finally, we manipulated the instructions we gave to participants in order to see to what extent explicit 186 

knowledge of the relationship between T1 and T2 affected our results. As in Experiment 1, we tested 187 

participants during two separate sessions within one week. The first group of the participants (N=25) did not 188 

receive any explicit instruction about this relationship, similar to Experiment 1. The second group of 189 

participants (N=19) received explicit instructions about the T1-T2 relationship at the start of the second 190 

session, and a third group of participants (N=23) received those instructions already at the start of their first 191 

session. 192 

 The first session (1 hour) was used for instructions and training the participants on the task (10 x 75 trials). 193 

The experimental session in which participants performed the AB task lasted 1.5 hour and contained 16 blocks 194 

of 75 trials (1200 trials). 195 

 196 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis: Behavioral 197 

Preparatory steps were done with in-house MATLAB scripts. Statistical analyses (repeated measures ANOVAs 198 

and paired t-tests) were performed using JASP software (Love et al., 2015; RRID:SCR_015823). In situations 199 

where a specifically tested hypothesis did not yield a significant result, we used a Bayesian equivalent of the 200 

same test to quantify the evidence for the null-hypothesis (Rouder et al., 2012, 2017). In those cases, using 201 
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JASP’s default Cauchy prior, Bayes Factors (BF) were computed for each effect. To increase the interpretability 202 

in analyses with multiple factors, we used Bayesian model averaging to get a single BF for each effect in 203 

ANOVA’s. This BF is the change from prior to posterior inclusion odds, and can intuitively be understood as the 204 

amount of evidence the data gives for including an experimental factor in a model of the data. The BF will 205 

either converge to zero when the factor should not be included, or to infinity when it should be included in the 206 

model. Values close to one indicate that there is not enough evidence for either conclusion. We use the 207 

conventions from Jeffreys (1967) to interpret the effect sizes of our Bayesian analyses. 208 

 209 

Experiment 1 210 

In our behavioral analyses we looked at the T2 detection performance, given that T1 was correctly identified. A 211 

response was considered to be correct when (1) the participant indicated no T2 was present when no T2 was 212 

presented or (2) the participant correctly indicated a T2 was present and subsequently reported the correct 213 

target letter. Since expectation is only a meaningful concept when a T2 target was presented, the T2 absent 214 

trials, on which a distractor letter was presented instead of a T2, were not taken into consideration for the 215 

main statistical analyses. Trials where one of the responses was missing were deleted from all analyses. 216 

Percentage correct was used in a 3 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA with the factors lag (lag 2, lag 4, lag 10) and 217 

expectation (valid, invalid). In a control analysis, we repeated our analyses for Experiment 1 based on the T2 218 

detection responses (ignoring the accuracy of the T2 identification) as dependent variable (see also Results). 219 

Since the seen/miss response is orthogonal to the specific expectations about target letters, this analysis rules 220 

out simple response biases as a potential cause of our effects. 221 

 222 

Experiment 2 (EEG) 223 

The behavioral analyses for the EEG experiment were similar to those for Experiment 1. However, the factor lag 224 

had only 2 levels (lag 3, lag 10). Percentage correct T2 detection was computed as in Experiment 1 using only 225 

the trials on which T1 was correctly reported. A response was considered to be correct when the letter a 226 

participant entered was the letter that was presented or when a participant refrained from entering a letter 227 
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when none was presented for the T2 absent trials. In addition, we computed a T2 detection measure to use in a 228 

control analysis: if a participant typed in any letter, we categorize the response as a “target seen” response, 229 

otherwise we call it a “target absent” response. This outcome measure was used in a control analysis. 230 

 231 

Experiment 3 232 

In this experiment, participants gave only one response by typing in the target they had perceived. Trials on 233 

which no response was given or on which an impossible response was given (e.g. two T1 targets reported) were 234 

excluded from analyses. For T1 and T2 separately, we assessed the accuracy of the responses. The definition of 235 

correct and incorrect responses was the same as in Experiment 2 and we also used the same T2 detection 236 

measure. 237 

 Subsequently, T2 percentage correct detection was used in a 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 mixed ANOVA with the within-238 

subject factors lag (lag 3, lag 10), expectation (valid, invalid) and T1 visibility (T1 seen, T1 missed) and the 239 

between-subject factor instruction (none, start session 2, start session 1). As mentioned before, this between-240 

subject factor was included to find out whether predictive effects would be modulated by explicit knowledge of 241 

the relation between T1 and T2. To investigate the effect of T1 visibility in more detail, we followed up the 242 

main analyses by other mixed ANOVAs in which we first split up the dataset based on T1 visibility. In situations 243 

where we found interactions with the factor instruction, we compared the effects of lag and expectation 244 

separately per instruction condition using repeated measures ANOVAs and paired-samples t-tests. 245 

 Finally, to test for an interaction between expectation validity and lag, we combined behavioral data from 246 

all experiments in a post-hoc analysis. Only trials on which T1 was correctly identified were used. For 247 

Experiment 1 we averaged data for lag 2 and lag 4 to create an average “short lag” condition. Subsequently, 248 

these data were entered into a 2 x 2 x 3 mixed ANOVA with the within-subject factors lag (short, long) and 249 

expectation (valid, invalid) and the between-subject factor experiment (Experiment 1, Experiment 2, 250 

Experiment 3). 251 

 252 

Electroencephalographic Measurements 253 
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EEG was recorded with a BioSemi ActiveTwo system and sampled at 512 Hz (BioSemi, Amsterdam, The 254 

Netherlands). Potentials were measured from sixty-four scalp electrodes, along with two reference electrodes 255 

on the earlobes and four electrodes measuring horizontal and vertical eye movements. After data acquisition, 256 

EEG data was pre-processed with the FieldTrip toolbox for MATLAB (Oostenveld et al., 2011; 257 

RRID:SCR_004849). First, data were re-referenced to the linked earlobes, high-pass filtered at 0.01 Hz, and 258 

epoched from -0.750 to 1s surrounding the onset of T2. Data were visually inspected and trials and/or channels 259 

containing artifacts not related to eye blinks were manually removed, resulting in deletion of on average 9.1% 260 

(±3.9%) of trials and 2.0 (±1.7) channels. Independent component analysis was used to identify components 261 

related to eye blinks or other artifacts that could easily be distinguished from other EEG signals. After the 262 

independent component analysis, previously deleted channels were reconstructed based on a nearest neighbor 263 

approach. Trials were baseline corrected to the average amplitude prior to T1 onset (-0.750 to -0.275). As a 264 

final step, we applied a 40Hz low-pass filter to the trial data, after which ERPs were created separately for each 265 

condition of interest. 266 

 267 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis: Electroencephalography 268 

All EEG analyses are based exclusively on trials where T2 appeared at lag 3 and T1 was correctly identified. We 269 

used a combination of Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011) and in-house MATLAB scripts to perform our analyses. 270 

As a first step, we performed cluster-based permutation tests (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) on the time-271 

window 0-750 ms from stimulus onset to isolate significant ERP events relating to expectation validity (valid, 272 

invalid; irrespective of T2 visibility) or T2 visibility (seen, missed; irrespective of validity) or the interaction 273 

between these factors. Next, we used an in-house built MATLAB script to isolate the significant events as 274 

clusters in time and space. For this purpose, we computed an average difference wave over all channels that 275 

were part of the cluster at any point in time. Subsequently, the onset and offset of a cluster were defined as 276 

the time period around the maximum difference where the difference did not drop below 50% of this 277 

maximum and where at least one channel showed a significant effect. We then selected the 10 channels that 278 

showed the largest effect in this time-window. One of the observed events reflected a mixture of the 279 
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traditionally observed P3a and P3b components (Sergent et al., 2005; Volpe et al., 2007). Therefore, we split 280 

the event into two clusters by manually selecting either the 32 most anterior or 32 most posterior EEG 281 

channels (from the central midline) before running the cluster selection procedure. 282 

 As an alternative way to establish potential interactions between T2 detection and validity, we inspected 283 

the clusters that were isolated in the previous step in more detail. This may be a more powerful (but also less 284 

sensitive) way to detect small effects, because data is averaged over more time-points and channels. Within 285 

each of the clusters, we performed a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA (and its Bayesian equivalent, see also 286 

Behavioral Analysis) with the factors T2 detection (seen, missed) and expectation validity (valid, invalid) on the 287 

cluster data averaged over channels and time. To prevent double dipping, in each analysis we only considered 288 

the effects orthogonal to the one that was used to define the cluster (e.g. not testing the effect of expectation 289 

in a cluster defined based on the expectation effect). 290 

 291 

{Insert Figure 1 about here} 292 

 293 

Results 294 

Experiment 1: (how) do expectations affect conscious access? 295 

In the first experiment we addressed the question if expectations about the likelihood of stimulus identity 296 

modulate the likelihood of conscious access, and if so, in what direction. To do so, we used the attentional blink 297 

paradigm (Raymond et al., 1992). The attentional blink is an impairment in the conscious perception of the 298 

second of two target stimuli that are presented in rapid succession when the initial target was correctly 299 

perceived Here we modified the paradigm in such a way that the first target (T1: the letter G or H, in green) 300 

predicted which of the second targets would most be likely to appear in case a T2 target was presented (T2: the 301 

letter D or K, predicted=75%, unpredicted=25%, in white, Fig. 1A). On 20% of trials we presented a random 302 

distractor letter instead of a T2 target. At the end of each stream of letters, participants gave three responses. 303 

First, they indicated whether or not they had seen any of the two T2 targets (“seen”/“unseen” response). 304 

Second, they were prompted to make a forced-choice judgment about the identity of T2 (whether the letter D 305 
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or K was presented). Third, participants had to make a similar forced-choice decision about the identity of T1 306 

(whether the letter G or H was presented) (see Methods for details). Participants were not explicitly instructed 307 

about the predictive relationship between T1 and T2. 308 

 In Figure 1 we plot the percentage of trials in which T2 was correctly detected and T1 discrimination was 309 

also correct (average T1 accuracy was 94.20%, sd=5.77%) for the three different lags (lag 2, 4 and 10). T2 was 310 

considered to be detected correctly when participants indicated to have seen it (based on the first response) 311 

and correctly identified it (based on the second response). Overall, there was a clear attentional blink, as 312 

reflected by reduced T2 detection when the time (i.e. lag) between T1 and T2 was shorter (Figure 1B, main 313 

effect of lag: F2,48=48.15, p<0.001). Importantly, expectations modulated T2 detection rate. T2 detection was 314 

significantly better when T1 validly predicted T2 (black lines) compared to when the expectation was invalid 315 

(gray lines, main effect of validity: F1,24=7.10, p=0.014, no significant interaction between lag and validity: 316 

F2,48=1.30, p=0.283). These results extend several previous studies (Chang et al., 2015; Melloni et al., 2011; 317 

Pinto et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2015; Stein & Peelen, 2015) by showing that conscious perception is (partly) 318 

determined by the transitional probability of the input the brain receives. 319 

 While these data support the notion that valid expectations trigger access to consciousness, it has been 320 

recognized that such findings may not solely be due to changes in perception, but perhaps (also) due to 321 

changes in decision criteria or response biases (Gayet et al., 2014b; Yang et al., 2014; Attarha and Moore, 322 

2015). To rule out the possibility that our effects could be explained by a response bias in which people simply 323 

report the target letter that they expected based on T1, irrespective of whether they consciously perceived T2, 324 

we performed an analysis with T2 detection (instead of T2 discrimination, see Methods) as the dependent 325 

variable. This analysis takes into account only participants’ first response (the “seen”/“unseen” response), 326 

regardless of whether subsequent T2 letter identification was correct or not. Crucially, this analysis cannot be 327 

influenced by any decision/response biases because the response was orthogonal to the participants’ 328 

expectation. Information about the most likely letter to appear cannot predispose participants to better 329 

determine whether a target letter was presented at all. Still, we observed a qualitatively similar pattern of 330 
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results (main effect of validity: F1,24=5.47, p=0.028). This finding suggests that validity indeed boosted 331 

participants conscious access of T2, instead of merely eliciting a shift in response bias. 332 

 333 

Experiment 2: EEG markers of conscious and nonconscious expectation violations 334 

Subsequently, we tested whether expectation violations can be elicited by nonconsciously processed 335 

unpredicted stimuli or whether conscious perception of a stimulus is a prerequisite for it to trigger neural 336 

expectation error responses. To test this, we measured subjects’ brain activity with EEG while they performed a 337 

similar task as in Experiment 1. First, we replicated the behavioral effects of Experiment 1 (Fig. 1C). Overall, T1 338 

performance was high (M=93.61%, sd=7.31%) and T2 detection was higher at lag 10 than at lag 3 (main effect 339 

of lag: F1,28=128.72, p<0.001), reflecting a robust attentional blink. More importantly, validly predicted T2s were 340 

discriminated better than invalidly predicted T2s (main effect of validity: F1,28=9.49, p=0.005). The effects were 341 

similar in a control analysis where we considered the percentage of T2 seen responses (regardless of the exact 342 

letter participants entered), making it less likely that our effect can be explained by a response bias (main 343 

effect of validity: F1,28=4.23, p=0.049). In this experiment, the validity effect was significantly modulated by lag 344 

(validity x lag: F1,28=5.86, p=0.022), an effect that was numerically similar, but not significant in Experiment 1. 345 

Participants performed better for valid than invalid trials at lag 3, but there was no convincing evidence for an 346 

effect of expectations at lag 10 (lag 3 validity effect: t28=3.40, p=0.002; lag 10 validity effect: t28=0.98, p=0.334). 347 

Thus, effects of expectations were larger in the time window in which T2 more often goes unperceived. 348 

 349 

{Insert Figure 2 here} 350 

 351 

Next, we investigated potential differences in the neural processing of predicted and unpredicted stimuli, as a 352 

function of stimulus awareness. To this end, we contrasted invalidly and validly predicted T2s and tested this 353 

difference using cluster-based permutation testing, correcting for multiple comparisons across both time (0-354 

750 ms) and (electrode) space (see Fig. 2 and Methods) (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). We found one 355 

significant difference over fronto-central electrode channels, which reflected greater T2-elicited negativity for 356 
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invalid compared to valid trials between 174-314 ms (p=0.015, Fig. 2B), therefore potentially reflecting some 357 

type of mismatch response. We then further analyzed this event to test whether the difference was modulated 358 

by, or dependent on, conscious perception of T2. Crucially, the size of this fronto-central mismatch component 359 

was independent of T2 awareness (F1,28=0.04, p=.850, BF=0.254, Fig. 2C), indicating that both seen and unseen 360 

T2’s generated a fronto-central mismatch response. 361 

 Additionally, analyses of T2 visibility effects (irrespective of expectation validity) replicated previously 362 

reported findings (Kranczioch et al., 2003; Sergent et al., 2005; Harris et al., 2013). In these analyses, we 363 

examined the difference in ERPs following seen and missed T2s using a cluster-based permutation test (Fig. 3), 364 

revealing two significant events. First, a significant negative difference could be observed over (left) posterior 365 

electrodes from 170-355 ms after T2 onset (p=0.010; Fig 3A). This event was followed by a significant long-366 

lasting positive event (p<0.001), reflecting a mixture of the P3a and P3b components, extending over frontal 367 

and central electrodes. 368 

 369 

{Insert Figure 3 here} 370 

 371 

Subsequently, we had a closer look at the interactions between conscious access and expectation validity. 372 

Therefore, we analyzed the ERP events that were isolated in the previous step in more detail (Fig. 3B-G). For 373 

this analysis we first isolated the traditionally observed AB-related P3a and P3b ERP components from the long-374 

lasting positive ERP event that differentiated between seen and missed T2s (Sergent et al., 2005). Doing so 375 

resulted in an early positive P3a cluster (Fig. 3D) over fronto-central channels that was significant between 395-376 

586 ms and a somewhat later positive P3b cluster (Fig. 3F) over more posterior parietal channels, which was 377 

significant between 445-611 ms. Within each of these clusters we performed repeated measures ANOVAs with 378 

the factors validity and T2 detection. For none of the events we found evidence that the T2 detection effect 379 

was modulated by expectation validity (early left-posterior event: F1,28=0.29, p=0.597, BF=.260; P3a: F1,28=1.56, 380 

p=0.222, BF=0.230; P3b: F1,28=2.10, p=0.159, BF=0.296), though the BF values suggest that the evidence for the 381 

absence of such interactions is moderate at best. This is somewhat surprising, because especially the late 382 
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positive events have previously been related to conscious access (Sergent et al., 2005; Rutiku et al., 2015) and 383 

metacognition (Desender et al., 2016). However, recent investigations show it may also reflect even later more 384 

cognitive processes, merely arising as a consequence of becoming consciously aware of information (Pitts et al., 385 

2014; Silverstein et al., 2015). We did not find evidence that the amplitude of these ERP events was modulated 386 

by expectation validity, which may suggest that once a stimulus has been perceived consciously, it is irrelevant 387 

whether or not the expectation was valid. 388 

 Finally, we directly tested for an interaction between conscious access and expectation by comparing the 389 

validity ERP effect (invalid-valid) for T2 seen and T2 missed trials in a cluster-based permutation test (this 390 

analysis takes into account the entire scalp topography). Again, no significant interactions between these 391 

factors were observed (all clusters p>0.10). 392 

 393 

Experiment 3: the role of conscious awareness in implementing top-down expectations 394 

In our final experiment, we addressed the question whether expectation formation itself can unfold in the 395 

absence of awareness and subsequently influence conscious access (Fig. 4). To address this question, we 396 

changed the color of T1 from green to white and for each subject staircased T1 duration in such a way that T1 397 

was correctly identified on approximately 75% of the trials (actual T1 identification performance: M=76.03%; 398 

sd=8.65%). T1 duration did not differ between trials where T2 was seen and trials where T2 was missed (T2 399 

detection: t66=0.31, p=0.752; T2 seen: M=117.42 ms; T2 missed: M=117.46 ms), which indicates that T1 400 

visibility was not determined by stimulus duration. Likely, internal fluctuations in the system (e.g. variability in 401 

attention) must be causing participants to sometimes see T1 and sometimes miss it. Moreover, on 20% of trials 402 

no T1 was presented (but replaced by a distractor). Further, to test to what extent explicit knowledge of the 403 

predictive relationships between stimuli would increase the validity effects, we varied the moment at which 404 

explicit information about the predictive relations between T1 and T2 was provided. The experiment consisted 405 

of a training session and a test session on separate days. A first group of subjects received no explicit 406 

instructions about the predictive relations in either session and had to learn them implicitly through experience 407 

with the task; the second group received explicit instructions about the T1-T2 relations in the test session only, 408 
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but not in the first training session; and the third group received explicit instructions already from the start of 409 

the experiment. 410 

 411 

{Insert Figure 4 here} 412 

 413 

T1 visibility strongly affected T2 detection. When T1 was seen, T2 detection was markedly lower than when T1 414 

was missed (main effect of T1 awareness: F1,64=4.62, p=0.035), in particular at short lags (T1 awareness x lag: 415 

F1,64=72.95, p<0.001). Validly predicted targets were detected more often (main effect of validity: F1,64=33.39, 416 

p<0.001). The effect of expectation validity on T2 detection varied as a function of T1 awareness and 417 

instructions (T1 awareness x validity: F1,64=40.55, p<0.001; validity x instruction: F1,64=5.91, p=0.004; T1 418 

awareness x validity x instruction: F2,64=11.33, p<0.001). When T1 was seen (Fig. 4B), a clear attentional blink 419 

was observed (main effect of lag: F1,64=170.01, p<0.001) and validly predicted targets were more often 420 

detected than invalidly predicted targets (main effect of validity: F1,64=64.97, p<0.001) (as in Experiment 1 and 421 

2). Like in the previous experiments, a control analysis considering only the percentage of T2 seen responses 422 

(regardless of the exact letter participants entered) also revealed a significant effect of validity (main effect of 423 

validity: F1,64=65.83, p<0.001), making it unlikely that response biases are causing the effect. Interestingly, we 424 

also observed a significant attentional blink for missed T1’s, reflecting a nonconsciously elicited AB (main effect 425 

of lag: F1,64=74.42, p<0.001). This AB effect cannot be explained by an overall T2 detection performance benefit 426 

for targets that are presented later in the trial because the AB was larger for trials on which T1 was presented 427 

but missed compared to trials on which no T1 was presented in the trial (lag x T1 presence: F1,66=24.19, 428 

p<0.001). However, although missed T1’s triggered an AB, expectation validity did not affect T2 detection 429 

performance for missed T1’s (main effect of validity: F1,64=0.35, p=0.554), regardless of the type of instruction 430 

participants received about the predictive relation between T1 and T2 (validity x instruction: F2,64=0.64, 431 

p=0.533). A Bayesian equivalent of the repeated-measures analysis strongly suggested validity should not be 432 

included in a model of the data (BF=.084). 433 
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 The above results highlight that only when T1 was seen, valid expectations facilitated T2 detection. A post-434 

hoc analysis on T1-seen trials only revealed that this effect was modulated by how explicitly we instructed 435 

participants about the predictive relationship between T1 and T2 (validity x instruction: F2,64=14.83, p<0.001). 436 

The validity effect, as defined by the difference between valid and invalid trials, averaged across the two lags, 437 

increased with more explicit instructions (group 1: 1.87%, group 2: 19.53%, group 3: 26.27%). These results 438 

indicate that, not only does the visibility of T1 define the predictive impact on T2 detection, but also the extent 439 

to which these predictive relations are (explicitly) known affects the impact of expectations on conscious 440 

access. This may also explain why the validity effect appeared more pronounced in Experiment 3 compared to 441 

Experiments 1 and 2, because in experiment 1 an d 2 subjects were not explicitly instructed about the 442 

predictive relations between T1 and T2.  443 

 Finally, in contrast to Experiment 2, on T1 seen trials the validity effect was independent of lag (validity x 444 

lag: F1,64=1.750, p=0.191). Since we anticipated stronger expectation effects at short lags, behavioral data from 445 

all three experiments was combined in a post-hoc analysis. Only trials on which T1 was correctly identified 446 

were used and for Experiment 1 we averaged data for lag 2 and lag 4 to create an average “short lag” 447 

condition. A significant interaction between validity and lag showed that across all experiments, the 448 

expectation effect was stronger at short lags compared to the long lags (validity x lag: F1,118=5.73, p=0.018; no 449 

validity x lag x experiment interaction: F2,118=0.065, p=0.937). 450 

 451 

Discussion 452 

In this report we investigated three important questions regarding the intricate relationship between top-down 453 

expectations and conscious awareness. The first question that we addressed was how prior information about 454 

the identity of an upcoming stimulus influences the likelihood of that stimulus entering conscious awareness. 455 

Using a novel attentional blink paradigm in which the identity of T1 cued the likelihood of the identity of T2, we 456 

showed that stimuli that confirm our expectation have a higher likelihood of gaining access to conscious 457 

awareness than stimuli that violate our expectations, especially at short lags. The expectation effect was 458 

qualitatively similar across all three experiments, regardless of subtle experimental differences in task design 459 
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and overall performance between those experiments. Furthermore, it could not be explained by simple shifts in 460 

response criterion, because it was also present for a dependent measure orthogonal to the expectation 461 

manipulation. Together, this suggests that valid expectations amplify the perceptual strength of a stimulus and 462 

therefore increase the chance of conscious access, possibly due to the sharpening of its neural representations 463 

(Kok et al., 2012). This interpretation is supported by previous experiments that have shown varying effects of 464 

expectations on (subjective) perception, such as studies showing prior knowledge increases the speed (Chang 465 

et al., 2015; De Loof et al., 2016; Melloni et al., 2011; Pinto et al., 2015) and accuracy (Stein and Peelen, 2015) 466 

of stimulus detection. Furthermore, our findings complement recent studies showing that the AB can be 467 

reduced when there is knowledge about temporal statistics of the task (Lasaponara et al., 2015; Visser et al., 468 

2015) or when the latency of T2 targets is explicitly cued (Martens & Johnson, 2005; Nieuwenstein, Chun, van 469 

der Lubbe, & Hooge, 2005). In addition, two recent reports have shown that, in some subjects, expecting the 470 

presentation of a stimulus can even elicit an illusory stimulus percept when no stimulus is presented, when 471 

attention is diverted (Mack et al., 2016; Aru and Bachmann, 2017). Future experimentation is required to shed 472 

light on the generalizability of our effect to simpler tasks. Such experiments may also consider using other 473 

measures of subjective perception (e.g. perceptual awareness scale) (Overgaard et al., 2006). 474 

 The second question that we addressed was related to the extent to which nonconscious stimuli can trigger 475 

prediction error responses, as measured with EEG. Over the last 20 years, we and others have shown that 476 

nonconscious information processing is rather sophisticated (Dehaene and Changeux, 2011; van Gaal and 477 

Lamme, 2012), and that a diverse range of high-level cognitive processes can unfold nonconsciously (Dehaene 478 

et al., 2001; Custers and Aarts, 2005; Lau and Passingham, 2007; Pessiglione et al., 2007, 2008, van Gaal et al., 479 

2010, 2012, 2014). Interestingly, in Experiment 2 we found that expectations that are violated by a 480 

nonconscious stimulus trigger a stronger negative fronto-central ERP component than expectations that are 481 

confirmed. This neural event was similar for trials on which T2 was seen and on trials where T2 was missed, 482 

highlighting that conscious awareness of a stimulus is not a prerequisite for it to trigger a prediction error 483 

response (Mathews et al., 2014; Malekshahi et al., 2016). This effect may reflect a mismatch signal, similar to 484 

the mismatch negativity (Näätänen et al., 2007), which is a negative deflection following oddball stimuli that 485 
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develops 100-200 milliseconds after stimulus onset. Sometimes this effect lasts longer, in some experiments 486 

until ~400 milliseconds, depending on the specifics of the task and stimulus material (Pöppel, 2004; Stefanics et 487 

al., 2011; Kimura and Takeda, 2015). While in terms of interpretation this effect is similar to a mismatch effect, 488 

its topography is slightly different than a typical visually evoked MMN, which generally peaks more posteriorly, 489 

although considerable variation in its topography has been reported (Pöppel, 2004). Alternatively, it is possible 490 

that the higher activation for valid compared to invalid trials corresponds to the frontal selection positivity 491 

(FSP), which is a well-known marker of non-spatial attentional processes (Kenemans et al., 1993). In our 492 

paradigm, this could be explained as improved attentional selection when expectations are confirmed. 493 

Although the exact nature of the observed component deserves future experimentation, the key finding is that 494 

the effect was independent of T2 perception and purely depends on the validity of the expectation. This is in 495 

line with studies that have shown context influences on nonconscious information processing (Nakamura et al., 496 

2007; Van Opstal et al., 2011; Gayet et al., 2014a; Rohaut et al., 2016), studies that have shown that the MMN 497 

can be observed when the expectation violations are unattended (Bekinschtein et al., 2009; Stefanics et al., 498 

2011; King et al., 2013; Dykstra and Gutschalk, 2015; Kimura and Takeda, 2015) and more generally evidence 499 

for relatively high-level processing of nonconscious stimuli (Luck et al., 1996; van Gaal and Lamme, 2012; 500 

Silverstein et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the absence of interactions in the ERP is also somewhat surprising (but 501 

see also Rutiku et al., 2016), because as noted earlier such interactions between expectation validity and 502 

conscious T2 detection were present in behavior. A neural basis for this effect should exist, but may be very 503 

subtle. Recently, a study by Aru et al. (2016) found early (<100 ms) differences in signal amplitude over 504 

posterior channels that predicted the behavioral benefit of prior knowledge on the detection of stimuli 505 

presented at the threshold of perception. Another potentially interesting signature to investigate could be the 506 

onset of components related to conscious perception (Melloni et al., 2011) and how they relate to 507 

expectations. Moreover, it is possible that instead of signal strength, it is the signal-to-noise ratio or sharpness 508 

of the representation that is improved (Kok et al., 2012). Possibly, valid expectations do not modulate the 509 

amplitude of the neural response, but increase the specificity of the neural representation. 510 
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 In the final experiment, we showed that conscious perception of T1, initiating the expectation, is a 511 

prerequisite for influences on conscious access to occur. On the subset of trials where subjects did not see T1, 512 

there was no expectation effect T1 on T2 detection performance. This result contrasts with findings from a 513 

recent study that suggested that some priors may operate nonconsciously (Chang, Baria, Flounders, & He, 514 

2016). Chang and colleagues presented participants with masked grey-scale natural scene images and found 515 

that the nonconscious processing of these images improved subsequent recognition of their degraded 516 

counterparts, so-called “Mooney images”, presented seconds later. One explanation for this difference is that 517 

the priors on which the effects of Chang et al. relied may be more automatic and hard-wired than the relatively 518 

arbitrary relationships that people have to learn and actively use in our experiments. It is possible that lower-519 

level, automatic expectations are more easily processed outside of awareness compared to the more active 520 

ones studied here.  521 

 Further, it is also possible that with more training we would find nonconscious expectation effects. 522 

However, since subjects were already trained on the task on a separate day before performing the 523 

experimental session, this possibility seems unlikely. We did observe greater validity effects when subjects 524 

were made explicitly aware of the predictive nature of T1, suggesting that explicit knowledge of stimulus 525 

associations can facilitate the effects of stimulus-induced expectations. Finally, it should be noted that we did 526 

not test the full range of timing intervals between T1 and T2. It has been shown and proposed that the 527 

processing of nonconscious stimuli is relatively fleeting (Greenwald et al., 1996; Dehaene et al., 2006; but see 528 

King et al., 2016), so it is conceivable that the T1-T2 lags that we have used here may have been too long to 529 

observe expectation effects triggered by unseen T1’s. Further, a significant attentional blink was observed on 530 

trials on which T1 was missed, indicating that attention was still captured by a missed T1 at the T1-T2 lags used 531 

here. This latter result is in line with evidence showing that nonconscious stimuli are able to trigger attentional 532 

capture (Ansorge et al., 2009; Mulckhuyse and Theeuwes, 2010; Hsieh et al., 2011) and with a study showing 533 

lower T2 detection for T1’s that were missed compared to trials without a T1 (in that experiment this effect 534 

was independent of lag (Nieuwenstein, Van der Burg, Theeuwes, Wyble, & Potter, 2009)).  535 
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 In summary, three main conclusions can be drawn from the present series of studies. First, expectation 536 

confirmation, compared to violation, increases the likelihood of conscious awareness, suggesting that valid 537 

expectations amplify the perceptual strength of a stimulus. Second, nonconscious violations of conscious 538 

expectations are registered in the human brain Third, however, expectations need to be implemented 539 

consciously to subsequently modulate conscious access. These results suggest a differential role of conscious 540 

awareness in the hierarchy of predictive processing, in which the active implementation of top-down 541 

expectations requires conscious awareness, whereas a conscious expectation and a nonconscious stimulus can 542 

interact to generate prediction errors. How these nonconscious prediction errors are used for updating future 543 

behavior and shaping trial-by-trial learning is a matter for future experimentation. 544 

 545 
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 713 

Figure Legends 714 

Figure 1. Task design and behavioral results of Experiment 1 and 2. (A) The trial structure of the attentional 715 

blink task used in Experiment 1 and 2. Each trial consisted of a stream of rapidly presented letters in which 716 

predefined target letters had to be detected and then reported at the end of the stream. The first target (T1: a 717 
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green G or H) always appeared at the fifth position. The second target (T2: D or K), was presented at varying 718 

SOAs (lags) after the first one and was marked by placeholders. The identity of T1 predicted which of the T2 719 

targets was most likely to appear, thereby introducing validly and invalidly predicted T2 targets. On 20% of the 720 

trials no second target was presented and a random distractor letter was presented instead. (B) Percentage 721 

correct T2 target detection at each of the T1-T2 lags, for valid expectations, invalid expectations and T2 absent 722 

trials in Experiment 1. Validly predicted T2’s were significantly more often perceived than invalidly predicted 723 

T2’s. (C) Percentage of T2 target detection at each of the T1-T2 lags, after a valid or invalid expectation or on a 724 

T2 absent trial for Experiment 2. Again, validly predicted T2’s were more often perceived, in particular at short 725 

lags. Error bars represent SEM. 726 

 727 

Figure 2. ERP effects related to T2 prediction validity. (A) Topographic maps of the difference between validly 728 

and invalidly predicted T2s over time (0 = T2 onset). Cluster-based permutation tests were used to isolate the 729 

significant events, while correcting for multiple comparisons across time and (electrode) space. On each head 730 

map, channels with a significant effect for at least 50% of its time window are highlighted. (B) The average ERP 731 

time-course of the 10 channels shown on the headmap on the left, shown seperately for each validity 732 

condition. The significant time-window is marked by a black line above the x-axis. Invalidly predicted T2s were 733 

associated with greater fronto-central negativity than validly predicted T2s. (C) Bar graphs showing the average 734 

amplitude of the four conditions (visibility x prediciton) for the significant neural event shown in B. In all plots 735 

error bars represent SEM. 736 

 737 

Figure 3. ERP effects related to T2 visibility analyses. (A) Topographic maps showing the difference between 738 

seen and missed T2s over time (0 = T2 onset). Cluster-based permutation tests were used to isolate the 739 

significant events while correcting for multiple comparisons across time and (electrode) space. On each head 740 

map, channels showing a significant difference for at least 50% of its time window are highlighted. Three 741 

events were isolated based on the permutation tests. (B,D,F) For each of the events individually, the average 742 

ERP time-course of the 10 channels shown on the headmap on the left, seperately for T2 seen and T2 missed 743 
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conditions is shown.. The significant time-window is marked by a black line above the x-axis. (C,E,G) Bar graphs 744 

showing the average amplitude of the four conditions (visibility x prediciton) for the significant neural events 745 

shown in B,D,F. In all plots error bars represent SEM. 746 

 747 

Figure 4. Task design and behavioral results of Experiment 3. (A) Trial structure of the task used in Experiment 748 

3. T1 visibility was staircased at approximately 75% correct by manipulating its duration (on 20% of trials no T1 749 

was presented). (B) Percentage of correct T2 target detection at each of the T1-T2 lags, after a valid or invalid 750 

expectation and on a T2 absent trials, for trials where T1 was correctly reported (T1 seen). As in Experiment 1 751 

and 2, when T1 was seen, validly predicted T2’s were more often detected than invalidly predicted T2’s. (C) 752 

Solid lines show percentage of T2 target detection at each of the T1-T2 lags, after a valid or invalid expectation 753 

and on a T2 absent trials, for trials where T1 was presented but missed. In contrast to T1 seen trials (B), when 754 

T1 was not seen, validity did not enhance T2 detection. However, a missed T1 still triggered a significant 755 

attentional blink, as compared to trials on which no T1 was presented (dotted line). Error bars represent SEM. 756 










